Abstract-A new general 3D object model is required in the literature of smart camera networks to facilitate future research. This paper presents a novel hierarchical and structural 3D model description which is well-suited for both events detection and real-time free view-point surveillance. With this 3D model, sparse points are used to reconstruct objects. In addition, the state of the model is easy to track and estimate, which can be used to reduce time and computation when reconstructing the model. Further, data flow in the network is reduced to the level where smart cameras can afford. Concrete data structure of the model is described in this paper and its reconstruction method, fusion method are provided. Finally, experiment results show its feasibility, efficiency and effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart cameras are tightly embedded into the physical world for applications varying from surveillance [1] - [3] , traffic monitoring [4] , [5] , assisted living [6] , pervasive and interactive games [7] - [9] to environmental monitoring [10] , [11] . Smart cameras combine video sensing, processing, and wireless networks into a single embedded platform that penetrates many aspects of everyday life. This requires tight conjoining of and coordination between the embedded computational systems and modeling of the physical world. In a typical distributed smart camera network, image sequences from different image sensors can be processed collaboratively to extract semantic level information. Using this approach, it will be technically feasible to monitor and control the environment in an automatic manner. However, the viewpoints in the current camera network are restricted to the positions where physical cameras locate. And due to occlusions, fixed viewpoint surveillance cannot gather all the necessary information. A 3D live view of the scene is more desired than 2D surveillance.
Distributed cameras can record a subject of interest from different angles which can potentially solve both dynamic and static occlusion problems caused by a single camera. Distributed computing and analysis of video data, as compared to live video transmission over the network for centralized video synthesis, bring unique challenges introduced by the constrained computing resources of embedded camera network and real-time requirement of surveillance. The restriction of computing resources generates additional challenges to deal with the large data volume acquired by the cameras. For an image sensor with a VGA image containing 640 by 480 8-bit pixels sampling at a rate of 30 frames per second, at least a bandwidth of 7.5 Mbytes per second is required for video transmission, which exceeds the capacities of typical embedded video capture and 3D model reconstruction systems. The low bandwidth nature of wireless networks also gives rise to the challenges. The possible solution towards occlusion avoidance and reduced video transmission is to reconstruct 3D models with sparse image data in a distributed fashion. In other words, in-network processing is necessary to abstract the raw video data into free viewpoint 3D models to reduce the bandwidth requirements and solve occlusion problems.
3D model reconstruction from video sequences(referred to as 3D reconstruction) starts with data capture. The scenes can be captured by a single camera moving around or multiple static cameras. The recorded video sequences are then preprocessed, i.e., frame selection, noise reduction, etc. After that, the selected video frames are processed to produce 3D models of the scene. Preliminary research has shown that it is a both time and computation consuming task to reconstruct a detailed 3D mesh model from realistic video sequences, since every step in the above needs huge computation. And current 3D model reconstruction algorithms are not suitable for time constrained and computing resources limited tasks. This enforces us to design a new paradigm to represent the real world and recover the realistic world more efficiently.
In this paper, we present a new 3D model to represent objects in the real world. There are several requirements for this new model to be well-suited for camera networks. First, it is required to be simple to represent, since sparse points are used to reconstruct the targets. Second, it has to be easy to track and update. This is important because tracking and estimating the state of the model can reduce a large number of computations when reconstructing a dynamic object. Hence it will be inexpensive to maintain the model, which guarantees that the dynamic model can be represented smoothly to the users. Another requirement is that the data flow in the network should be small, which cannot be the image sequences or video streams. Considering these requirement and challenges, a hierarchical and structural model representation is described in the following sections. This paper is organized in the following way. Section II reviews some classical 3D object models and their drawbacks when used in camera networks. Section III presents the overview and structure of the novel model. Data structure of the model is presented in section IV. Section V describes how to construct the data structure. Top-down and bottomup methods, model fusion and texture reconstruction are proposed. Then data flows in the network is analyzed in section VI. At last, section VII provides a dynamic scene example to show the feasibility and effectiveness of the new model.
II. RELATED WORK
In computer vision, methods representing scenes can be classified by whether 3D geometric models are used. Nonmodel based methods or Image-based methods are used to provide video based rendering applications, such as real-time free view-point videos. Wilburn et. al. [12] present a Light Field Video Camera to record synchronized videos from an array of CMOS video image sensors. Matusik et. al. [13] describe an image-based visual hull method to render a scene from free perspectives with a small number of cameras. The advantage of these methods is that less time is consumed to reconstruct a scene structure. However, the absence of 3D geometric models of the objects limits the application areas of image-based methods to misc rendering algorithms.
Even though non-model based methods can be used to represent scenes fast, geometric modeling is more flexible than non-model based methods for many applications varying from surveillance, traffic monitoring, assisted living, pervasive and interactive games to environmental monitoring. Model-based methods, which model objects with geometry information, are widely used to represents surfaces and concerned with visualization in computer vision and other areas [14] . In the camera networks, a 3D object geometry model is necessary for describing objects and high level semantic meaning analysis. Popular 3D models include mesh polygons, level sets, voxels and depth map. Here we will give a brief review of these geometric 3D models.
Besides having a simple representation, modeling with mesh polygons [15] - [17] is used to render complex scenes and supported by commercial hardware and software [18] . Concerned with different methods to store vertex, edge, and face data, mesh polygons can be represented in computer memories in a variety ways, including Vertex-Vertex meshes, Face-Vertex meshes, Winged-Edge meshes [19] , etc. Vertex-Vertex meshes are the simplest representation and benefit from small storage space. An object exists in the memory as a table of vertices connected to other vertices. But the edge and face information is implicit so that it is necessary to traverse the whole table in order to generate edges and faces, which is not easily accomplished. Face-Vertex meshes improve for representing an object by a set of faces and a set of vertices. Faces surrounding a vertex and vertices of a face can be explicitly looked up in the memory. However, for modeling dynamic objects, it is not sufficient to simply change the vertex data without updating the face connectivity. Winged-Edge meshes are designed to render dynamic objects by storing vertices, faces and edges together in the memory. This representation provides great flexibility in changing the mesh geometry, since split and merge operations can be done quickly. Nonetheless, the storage space needed is too large, which is constrained in smart camera networks. Hence, mesh polygons are not suitable for 3D reconstruction with camera networks.
Another method to depict a 3D object is level set representation. A level set of function f of n variables has the form {(x 1 , . . . , x n )|f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = c}, where c is a constant. When the number of variables is two, this is a level curve (contour line), if it is three this is a level surface. The level set approach introduced by Osher and Sethian [20] instead takes an original curve, and builds it into a surface. Such a level set representation has a number of advantages over other models, especially in the context of deformation and reconstruction [21] , [22] . For example, level set model is topologically flexible and invariant to orthogonal transformations(rotations and translations). And its resolution only depends on the discrete sampling. Despite these advantages, level set models suffer from several drawbacks. One disadvantage is the amount of computation needed to solve 3D non-linear partial differential equations is very large. Another drawback is the absence of any connectivity or relationship between neighbor level sets, which is critical for high level semantic recognition.
Volumetric models, i.e. voxels [23] , have been the basis of many 3D object modeling system. Under the volume segment representation, an object can be restored in the memory as a 3-level general list. The first level divides the objects along x−y plane into several planes. Each node in this level consists of a pointer to the second level, a pointer to the next plane and a field restoring its z coordinate. The second level further divides the planes into lines along y axis. Each node in this level is composed of a pointer to the third level, a pointer to the next line, and a field restoring its x coordinate. In the leaf level, a line is segmented according to whether voxels along y axis are occupied or not. In general the advantage of this structure is that searching the tree to determine whether a point is within the surface is simple, since the tree has only 3 levels. And this representation is compact. However, the problem is still that the surface connectivity is not specified directly in the segment structure.
From the above, we can see these popular 3D models used in computer vision are not suitable for smart camera networks. These models aim to present photo realistic objects and scenes in computers. Whereas in smart cameras, besides the detailed scene representation, high level semantic information of events is more desired. So in this paper, we will develop a novel scene representation model in order to facilitate future research in smart camera networks.
III. LEVELS IN THE SCENE
We can divide a scene into several levels. Physically, in the field where smart cameras monitor, the world is always composed of objects, no matter foreground or background, such as human body, cars, buildings and trees .etc. For every object, it consists of a huge number of points, which connect each other directly or through other points. These points of the same object, due to the possible different motion patterns (velocity, direction), can be grouped into several parts of the object. For example, a walking human might be classified into groups like arms, legs, torso, and head. Whereas a car cannot be divided in this way. Among the points of an object, the outmost points form the shape and the texture, which can be rendered by a mesh model.
From the camera's point of view, the world is sampled and presented in pixels, where distance information is unaccessible with a single image. With the help of multi-view camera networks, the world, logically, can be represented by sparse point clouds, which is extracted from at least 2 cameras with geometry calculations. These points can be classified into a logical level which is different from the physical level. The first level is the scene, which is made up of many points. In the second level, these points are categorized into background and foreground, where background consists of points never move, and foreground consists of points moving with certain patterns. In the third level, every "object" recognized in the second level is composed of several points. The differences between physical level and logical level lies in that many physical objects, on the one hand, can form a single logical object if these objects are background, a single physical object, on the other hand, can be divided into more than one logical objects if the points of this object have more than one motion pattern.
According to the logical level of the scenes, we present a hierarchical and structural model to describe scenes. The first level is a scene identifier, a general object to abstract the field where camera network monitors. It is made up of a huge amount of points in the 3D spaces. In this level all the points have no differences, they are all treated as elements of the same scene. This scene consists of a number of second level objects, where points are classified. Level sets methods [20] , [24] can be used to group them. Consider there are n motion patterns for all the points in the scene, and C is the set of of the patterns, then C = {c 1 , . . . , c n }, where c i , 0 < i ≤ n is every motion pattern. Then the points P can be classified
where o i is the i − th objects, m is the number of points object o i has and {p i1 , . . . , p im } ⊂ P . In this way, all the points will be classified exactly into n groups, where n has not to be the number of the physical objects. In addition, every o i forms a disjoint set, whose elements have an equivalent relationship with each other. This data structure and relation give assistance to reconstruct the object. We will discuss the effects of this data structure in detail in section V. Following the second level is the surface level. The points build the outmost part of the objects. When needed, the outlook of the objects can be rendered by constructing a mesh-like model by all the points belonging to the same objects. The texture information can be acquired through interpolation between proper images from cameras and meshes in the model. We will discuss the texture in section V.
In order to form such a structure of the scenes, the prerequisite is only the point clouds from camera networks. Every single camera in the network can only sample the world in 2D images, where distance information is unavailable, not to mention the position of a point in the 3D space. However, interesting points, i.e. corners, can be extracted from 2D images through corner detectors [25] , [26] . Mature corner detectors can find the same corners in variant conditions, such as different view points, different lighting conditions even the object is deformed or partial occluded [25] . The invariance of corner detectors gives robustness to out new 3D object model whose feasibility and effectiveness relies only on the feature points. In this way, this new model will not be affected by questions bothering most computer vision algorithms, such as changing of lighting conditions, object deformation, and partial occlusion. After corner detection, epipolar geometry [27] is used to compute the 3D position of points monitored by 2 unilinear cameras.
For those backgrounds, where only a single camera can see, cannot be reconstructed in this way. So we treat the background as a general object and present a general mesh for the background. Like a panorama, the background is divided into several parts. Every part is filled by certain cameras. Then these parts form a mesh to render.
IV. STRUCTURE REPRESENTATION
The hierarchical nature of the 3D space makes it possible for a tree-like structure to represent the whole scene. Fig. 1 shows the data structure of the 3D object model. The root of the tree is the top level of the model, the scene. Then the object level are general objects consisting of points with the same motion pattern. On the bottom level, points extracted through epipolar geometry form a double linked list, which aims to render the objects with mesh model.
The scene level is a descriptor for the whole world monitored by the camera network. It consists of foreground objects and background objects. In the data structure the scene is a pointer to an object. Foreground and background objects form general objects, which are structures composed of a pointer to the neighbor object, a pointer to the next point level and a field of the object coordinate. The coordinate of the object is the average of all the coordinates of its points.
A new object can be inserted into the tree if physically a new object comes into the field. To insert an object into the tree, a pointer will traverse all the objects until to the last object, then a new object structure will be added following this pointer. When an objects leaves the field of view, the object and points will be deleted from the object level link list. If a physical object changes its motion status, for example a car is started, then an object has to split into 2. Since the static object was modeled as part the background object, the background will split into 2 parts, one is still the background, the other will be the object. Another benefit this level brings to us is that the object level is appropriate for model tracking. In the literature of camera networks, target tracking is performed in the feature level [28] - [32] . It is desired to track and estimate the whole model when reconstructing a dynamic geometry model, since reconstructing through geometry computation is time consuming. In the applications of computer entertainment, tracking the model is also important for human computer interaction. Obviously, feature based tracking method cannot fulfill these tasks. The object level of this model provides targets to be tracked through sampling the points in every image. Consequently, the motion of objects can be estimated without geometry computation.
In the next level, there are points in 3D space. Points belonging to the same object are connected with a double linked list. Every point also restores its coordinated calculated through epipolar geometry. The point lists can be simply converted to mesh polygons since the linked list can be used directly as the vertex list of the mesh model.
V. CONSTRUCTION FOR THE REPRESENTATION
This section describes the process by which the tree is constructed from point clouds. We assume the world coordinate system has been setup, the cameras are synchronized and point clouds from different cameras have been merged together through wireless transmission. Therefore at this time every camera maintains the same points information, and after rebuilding the model, they will have the same result.
The input to the construction algorithm is the cloud of points. The positions of these points evolve over time. So our technique computes a mapping from points to points, which identifies whether the appearances of 2 points belong to the same point. To generate this mapping, we calculate the probabilities p(a|(P, P , a )) that an appearance a is generated by the same point a given point clouds P at time t and P at time t . It assigns two appearances of points to the same points in the real world, as long as the probability of this assignment is above a threshold.
After establishing this mapping, points can be grouped according to their motion patterns, i.e. speed, direction. Points with the same motion pattern are grouped into a single set. In consequent, they will be treated as a single object. Since there could be more than 1 points have the same motion pattern, the function to compute the motion pattern will be a level set function. And points with the same motion pattern form a level set. In order to form these level sets, a classical data structure, disjoint set [33] , is well-suited. Disjoint set is efficient to solve the equivalence problem. It is simple and fast to implement. We define on a level set S of point an equivalence relation , if for every pair of points (a, b), a, b ∈ S, a b is true. An equivalence relation is a relation that satisfies three properties, 1) Reflexive: a a is true for all a ∈ S 2) Symmetric: a b if and only if b a 3) Transitive: a b and b c implies that a c Points with the same motion pattern fit perfectly these properties, where the relation is that motion speed and direction is the same.
To group the points into objects, two operations of disjoint set can be used. The two basic disjoint set class operations are find, which returns the name of the set contains a given element, and union, which combines relations. For the find operation to be fast, in the link list we could maintain the name of the equivalence class, which is the identifier of the object. Then find is a simple constant time lookup. When performing a union, link a set to another existing relation, time complexity is O(logN ) [33] . So the total time spent for N unions is O (N logN ) .
A. Bottom-Up method
In order to construct the tree structure of the model, a Bottom-Up method is used. Algorithm 1 shows the detail of the construction algorithm. The algorithm starts from receiving the point cloud as input. Then for every point, a disjoint set is chosen as the level set. If no proper set exists, the point itself will form a new level set. There will be m level sets after this process finishes. Then every level set will be treated as an object, connect to the tail of the object list in the tree structure.
Algorithm 1 Bottom-Up construction
end if 10: end for 11: T ⇐ T 12: for i = 0 to m do 13: while T − > next is not null do 14:
end while
16:
T − > next = s i 17: end for 18: return T
B. Model Fusion
Data fusion from different cameras happens before the model is reconstructed. Information transmitted is the points coordinates, rather than the unprocessed video streams. It is more desired to merge the points instead of models due to the fact that noises make the same point have different positions after triangulation with different cameras. On the one hand, merging the points can reduce the noise and guarantee every camera maintain the same point cloud; on the other hand, merging models requires extra model reconstructions and it is a waste of time to construct models before fusion.
C. Triangulation to Mesh
Triangulating the points into a mesh is an optional operation in the process of model reconstruction, depending on whether the application needs to render the synthesized scene. When rendering is required, methods in [15] will be used to generate regular 3D models from 3D points.The surface of an object, recognized from the tree reconstruction process above, will is mapped on a 2D plane. In this way, triangulation of the 3D points will be the same as that of points on a 2D plane. 
D. Texture Interpolation
vertexlist=T − > next− > points 6: F =Triangulation(vertexlist) 7: for every triangle T in F do 8: compute normal vector v of t end for 12: end for 13: return After construct the structure of the model, a view-dependent texturing strategy is used to patch the mesh polygons if rendering is required. Algorithm 2 shows the detail of the texturing process. We triangulate the vertex list for every object. Then, for every triangle we try to find the best suited patch in the images as its texture. The image textures are ranked from "best" to "worst" according to the angle between the camera and the triangle. We prefer those textures with the smallest angle [34] . However, we must avoid texturing a triangle with image whose line-of-sight is blocked by some other objects. So the visibility has to be considered.
As a result of the mapping between a triangle and a patch in the image, simple interpolation algorithm is used, like Fig.  2 shows. Take a quadrilateral for example. Four corners are mapped first. Then the internal will will be mapped scan line by scan line. The value of the intensity along the scan line is calculated as follows,
where I is intensity of the scan line to compute, j is the position of the point in the scan line, l is the length of this scan line, I is the corresponding scan line in the image. 
VI. NETWORK TRANSMISSION
This section analyzes the data flows in the network. From the above model data structure and reconstruction method, we can see there are two kinds of data transmitted in the network, points coordinates and textures.
As mentioned in the last section, all the points detected by every neighboring pair of cameras have to be flushed into the network. Consider a pair of cameras can calculate 10000, if not too many, points' coordinate through epipolar geometry. Every point's coordinate consists of 3 float-point numbers, which takes up to 12 Bytes. Then every pair of camera will emit 120K Bytes into the network, whose bandwidth is much larger than this. If unprocessed video streams are transmitted, as we introduced in section I, at least a bandwidth of 7.5M Bytes per second is required. Therefore, our model significantly reduces network usage to reconstruct 3D models.
Another type of data needed to transmit is texture information which is necessary for rendering applications. With the texture interpolation algorithm, textures can be transmitted selectively based on the patch normal information and cameras' positions. Consequently, data flow in the network is still reduced, and computation is simplified.
VII. AN EXAMPLE DYNAMIC SCENE

A. A simulated model
To demonstrate the concept of the new model, a simulation is carried out. We start with an experiment to simulate a simple scene consisting of two cubics to illustrated how to use the model. Of these two cubics, the larger one is static in its place, and the smaller one is moving. Without losing generality, we can consider the larger cubic as the background in the scene and the smaller one as the foreground.
The reconstruction procedure starts from point clouds. Fig.  3 shows the points acquired by simulated cameras through corner detection and triangulation. Every neighboring pair of cameras can acquire part of the the cubics. Therefore, points in Fig. 3 are the result after merging all the points from each camera.
Then, we group all the points to sets. Since at the first step, all the points are static, they form a level set with speed of 0. In this way, the system recognizes all the points as a single object. The coordinate of this object is the average of all the points' coordinate, which is shown as a red dot in Fig. 4 .
When the small cubic moves, the points never share a single level set. Those from the smaller cubic, which have a different speed compared with points from the larger one, depart from the tree to form another tree of their own. Hence, the smaller one is recognized as another object. The coordinates of these 2 objects are shown as the positions of the 2 red dots in Fig.  5 . Up to this step, the foreground, which is the smaller cubic, has been detached from the background, which is the larger cubic.
B. A model from real scenes
To verify the feasibility of the model and to assess the performance of our technique, we conduct an experiment on a eight camera sensor network deployed in a parking lot. We choose a surveillance application since it needs realtime rendering, which is the most time and computation constrained.
8 uncalibrated cameras are placed above the corners and edges of a square in the parking lot. A static target, a car, and a moving target, a walking person, are in the middle of the scene. Fig. 6 shows the initial scenes from these 8 cameras. We set this time as time 0. Then, after 1 second, we take another set of snapshots from the same cameras, which is shown in Fig. 7 .
The first step is to get the feature points in the scenes. The cameras will be calibrated through epipolar geometry and synchronized by network synchronization techniques. Frames in the video sequences will be processed to extract Harris Corners, which are the feature points. After that, positions of the points which are computable through epipolar geometry will be restored, and those uncomputable points will be abandoned. In the end, the results from all the cameras will be merged together. And every camera has a copy. Fig. 9 shows the final result of feature points extraction. Fig. 8 shows the model reconstructed from Fig. 6 . We can see that the person and the car are tethered together. The texture between them are not accurate. Some details are lost due to the sparsity of the interesting points. The background of the parking lot is excluded owing to the fact that no points in that area are extracted. When the person moves, which is the case in Fig. 7 , the model reconstructed is divided into two parts. Fig. 10 shows the results from different perspectives. The textures between the person and the car is normal, but some details are still lost. In order to get more details, a more well-suited interesting points extractor is needed, which will be one of our future works.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Real-time video surveillance is an important but not implemented application in smart cameras. Free view-point video can be provided by this service. However, in the current literature of smart cameras and camera networks, the 3D object models are too time consuming to reconstruct in real time. This paper presents a novel 3D object representation methodology which is designed specifically for fast model reconstruction and model tracking. With this 3D model, even sparse points can be used to reconstruct objects. In addition, the state of the model is easy to track and estimate, which can be used to reduce time and computation when reconstructing the model. More over, data flow in the network is reduced to the level where smart cameras can afford. Concrete data structure of the model is described in this paper and its reconstruction method, fusion method are provided. The concept is demonstrated with a simulation and verified by experiments conducted on a camera network of 8 cameras. 
